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By TAMMIE SLOUP
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
voted to support a motion that
expressed its “extreme outrage”
regarding the proposed
botany/zoology merger, despite
strong opposition from the chair.
“The debate should be about
the nature of the merger,” said
senate member John Allison.
Gail Richard, chair of Faculty
Senate, asked the senate to
withdraw the motion during her
preliminary comments because
the facts the senate have heard
and the feedback she has received
in the past week show that the
department of biological sciences
is still in the design phase and the
senate “needs to move on.”
The motion, proposed at the
last meeting, states: “The Faculty
Senate expresses its extreme
outrage with the process of which
the consolidation of botany,
zoology and environmental
biology had occurred. Questions
in regard to majors, money,
motive and mission were not
adequately or honestly addressed.
Faculty Senate urges the
administration to openly and
honestly resolve the issues
adequately to ensure the quality
and integrity of the botany
program.”
“I have spent the past week
reviewing volumes of information
from the university and
community and as I look at the
issue, there are numerous facts to
present,” Richard said.
“Regardless, we will never have
all the facts.”
Richard mentioned that Susan
Gilpin, chair of the Board of
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
April showers
Elaine Harder, a junior foreign language major, holds her holder above her head to keep off rain, while
going to her car after school Tuesday afternoon in a parking lot next by the campus pond.  
Senate outraged
over new merger
See SENATE page 2
Consolidation of botany and
zoology not handled properly
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Assoc. news editor
Shirley Stewart , the third of  five
candidates interviewing for the position
of associate vice president for student
affairs, Tuesday said she has a few major
issues she would like to address over the
next five years.
She said she would like to become
more involved in studying r isk
management techniques, alternatives to
alcohol use, date rape drugs and weekend
alternatives for students.
“We need to
find a way for
students to explore
more than just  the
local bars,” Stewart
said.
Stewart cur-
rently holds the
position of Eastern’s
director of student
services and career
services and also has held the position of
personal, academic and career counselor at
Lake Land Community College in Mattoon.
She said she was most proud of her
efforts to coordinate the strategic plans
for the offices of student affairs and the
office of the vice president for student
affairs.
“The (strategic plan) involved a very
long process, but it was an excellent
experience that I am very proud of,” she
said.
In her 10 years at Eastern, Stewart has
participated in the Council on University
Planning and Budget, Staff Congress
Committee and she also served as Staff
Senate president for the first two years of
the Staff Senate’s existence. 
Stewart  said she sees her  role as
associate vice president for student
affairs as a continuing one.
“I would be attending more student
events and activities, but the only added
responsibility that would be new to me
would be at tending Student  Senate
meetings,” Stewart said. “I have already
been involved in the other aspects.”
She said Eastern has a respectable
reputation for its “customer service” and
Vice president candidate will look for bar alternatives
See CANDIDATE page 2
Shirley Stewart
By JOE SANNER
Student government editor
The Student Senate will continue its
discussion of the proposed tuition
increase and lowered limit for semester
hour overload fees at tonight’s meeting.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The proposed tuition increase will
cause a 2.5 percent increase for all
students, and lower the number of
semester hours that can be taken before
being charged an overload fee from 19
hours to 16.
The senate heard opinions from
students at its emergency meeting on
Monday and may re-evaluate the
proposal, which is being designed to
create revenue and prevent double
registering. 
“I think students had some very valid
points,” said Senate Speaker Doug
Stepansky.
Students at the meeting said 15 hours
per semester may not be enough hours for
some students to be able to graduate in
four years.
“If people are trying to get ahead I
don’t see why they should have to pay
more,” said Erin Moran, a senior special
education and English major, during the
meeting.
The senate also will continue
discussing the botany/zoology merger,
which students have shown concerns
regarding the curriculum and core of the
Student Senate to address
tuition increase, class fees
See STUDENT page 2
DEANNA McINTYRE/Associate photo editor
And the beat goes on ...
About 50 people gathered in the Rathskeller Tuesday night to watch the annual Combo-Fest. The
Gordan Jackson and Jason Thompson Combo Four group; Ryan Snowden on piano, Craig
Yarger on drums, Soenke Schulz on saxophone, Eric Bowman on bass and Woods Miller on
trumpet performed “So What” by Miles Davis as their final piece. 
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Trustees, Monday said at the
board meeting that consolidation
and cooperation of small major
programs is becoming a trend
across the country.
“Because it is a trend it is not a
fate to the gods,” Allison said.
Allison said one statistic that
bothered him was that 33 percent
of the botany courses were cut and
he would not vote to withdraw the
motion because he wanted some
“additional light” shed on the
issue.
“The Illinois Board of Higher
Education approved it and the EIU
administration approved it, the
consolidation and merger are
done,” Richard said.
She said the mission and the
motives of the merger are “clear in
their intent.” She also said $30,000
has been added to the operating
budget of the department before
the merger.
“The savings ensure that the
motive and the mission have been
accomplished,” she said.
Richard said the highest oppo-
sition when faculty were voting on
issues concerning the merger and
curriculum was three or four peo-
ple out of 27 botany and zoology
faculty (10 botany and 17 zoolo-
gy). She also said that a two-thirds
vote was needed for anything to be
passed.
“It was not all one department
(voting),” she said.
Senate member James Tidwell
said that he was “uncomfortable”
with the senate becoming involved
in the internal affairs of depart-
ments.
“It really is a curricular matter,
I don’t know what we can do,” he
said. “I sympathize with those
opposed to the merger.”
Senate member Anne Zahlan
said she stands by the resolution.
“I don’t see how it involves cur-
riculum. The purpose (of the reso-
lution) is to alert small enrollment
majors all over the country that are
threatened,” she said.
Senate member Ron Gholson
also supported the motion.
“We represent all faculty per-
sons on campus. The resolution is
worded strongly and I think it was
appropriate,” Gholson said.
Senate member Charles Eberly
said when he first heard about the
merger he  thought his department
was next (to merge) and he said he
was “sensitive to it.”
“We have to continue to be con-
cerned with administrative pro-
cessing and part of it is wrapped
up in strategic planning,” he said.  
People need to have the ability
to work equitably together, he said.
He believed that was the “greatest
damage” concerning the merger.
The senate also elected their
new officers for the fall semester.
The new chair will be Tidwell; the
new vice chair will be senate
member Bonnie Irwin; and the
new secretary will be senate mem-
ber Nancy Marlow.
Mary Durkin Wohlrabe, chair
of the Council on Academic
Affairs, and Brent Gage, admis-
sions office, asked the senate for
their support in encouraging other
faculty to attend the Fall
Convocation for New Students.
“Our vision is to have a fall cer-
emony that inducts all new stu-
dents,” Gage said.
Gage said one reason for the
convocation is to show new stu-
dents what lies before them aca-
demically and socially.
A Professor Laureate will be
chosen by the Council on
Academic Affairs to be the
keynote speaker at 4 p.m. Aug. 20
at Lantz Gymnasium.
“We want to establish a new
award specifically earmarked for
general education,” Wohlrabe said.
There will be a picnic after the
speaker where new students and
their families can speak with facul-
ty and their families. 
The senate unanimously voted
to support the fall convocation.
“I am pleased we are doing
this,” Eberly said.
Allison said the convocation
would convey two things: “EIU is
all together friendly and it is a uni-
versity.”
Bob Augustine, acting chair of
the graduate program, updated the
senate about the review of the
graduate program.
He said a task force has been
reviewing four new revision mod-
els for the program and they will
be meeting again today.
“They are looking at the gradu-
ate school in relationship to the
campus,” Richard said.
Augustine said when the task
force comes up with a proposal, it
will be sent to the vice president
for academic affairs.
Richard said she would be
sending a memo to Terry
Weidner, vice president for aca-
demic affairs, stating that any
changes considered in the grad-
uate school in structure or pro-
cedure should go before the new
VPAA, Teshome Abebe, who
begins his  term July 1.  The
memo also will state the senate
must be allowed 90 days to dis-
seminate any major changes
brought to them, as stated in
Article three of their constitu-
tion.
SENATE from page one
she would like to continue to improve that
reputation. She said she would accomplish this
goal by investigating Eastern’s hours of opera-
tion and by distributing satisfaction surveys to
students.
“Students that come to (student services)
find us to be knowledgeable and customer ori-
ented,” Stewart said.
She said success in the position of vice
president for academic affairs is best measured
by three factors.
“I measure success by Strategic Planning
results, surveys returned with positive respons-
es and Eastern’s retention rate,” Stewart said.
“If these things are positive, then you know
you’re doing something right.”  
CANDIDATE from page one
new Biological Sciences Department.
The senate will discuss the proposed
resolution, which states the senate “rec-
ommend the curriculum of the proposed
Biological Sciences Department be
redrafted by a committee, which is
equally represented by individuals in
each department affected by the merger.”
The senate will also discuss a pro-
posed bill to increase the student activity
fee by $5 in the fall of 1999 and again in
the fall of 2000.
The money would probably go to the
University Board and Division of Sports
and Recreation.
“Those two really truly need it
according to the tuition and fee review
committee,” Stepansky said.
In other proposed business:
■ The senate also will  discuss proposed
constitutional revisions.
The revisions would change the
duties of some executive positions and
more clearly define other positions.
The revisions also would change the
order of succession of the student body
president from an alphabetical order to a
more responsibility-related order.
■ New senate members will be seated at
tonight’s meeting and a new senate
speaker will be elected.
Nominations will be taken tonight
and the new speaker will be elected by
newly-seated senate members.
■ Natural Ties is up for approval as a
new recognized student organization.
The group helps those with mental dis-
abilities get involved in everyday activi-
ties that people can take for granted,
Stepansky said.
STUDENT from page one
DENVER (AP) - Timothy
McVeigh’s lawyers told a fed-
eral appeals court Tuesday
that he deserves a new trial in
the Oklahoma City bombing
because of juror misconduct
and the publication of a pur-
ported confession from him
just before the case began. 
The lawyers also argued in front of a three-
judge panel of the 10th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals that the judge at the trial, Richard
Matsch, unfairly restricted questioning of
prospective jurors about the death penalty. 
Prosecutor Sean Connelly countered that the
jury that convicted McVeigh and sentenced him
to death for the April 1995 bombing of the
Oklahoma City federal building was impartial
and diligent. The bombing claimed 168 lives. 
A ruling from the appeals is not expected
before the summer. The claim of juror miscon-
duct stemmed from a comment one juror
allegedly made to another during a recess,
before the prosecution’s case was completed
and the defense had started. According to
defense attorney Robert Nigh, the juror said:
“We know what the  verdict should be.”
Nigh argued that the judge
should have held a hearing to
determine whether the jury
had been tainted. Connelly
characterized the comment as
“offhand,” pointing out the
juror never said what the ver-
dict should be. 
But Circuit Judge Mike Murphy interjected:
“I don’t understand the possible harm there
could have been by holding a hearing.”
Nigh was a member of McVeigh’s defense
team at the trial and replaced Stephen Jones as
lead attorney after Jones and McVeigh had a
falling out last summer. 
He told the appeals court that the defense was
wrong to ignore a Dallas Morning News story
about a purported confession by McVeigh. 
The newspaper ran the story after prospective
jurors had been summoned. Nigh said the
defense had hoped the issue would go away and
didn’t want to draw attention to it. “We made a
serious judgment mistake,” he said. 
When the alleged confession was raised a
second time by Playboy magazine, defense
attorneys asked Matsch to move the trial or
delay its start. He refused. 
McVeigh wants new trial
ASSOCIATED PRESS
R E P O R T
ARTESIA, Calif. (AP) - An
aerospace worker apparently killed
five friends and relatives at his home,
then drove to a freeway overpass and
jumped to his death. 
The bludgeoned bodies of two
men, two women and a young girl
were found Sunday scattered through-
out Ronald Taylor’s home by sheriff’s
detectives who went there to notify
relatives of his death. They got the
address from Taylor’s driver’s license. 
“This is a murder-suicide,” said
Los Angeles County sheriff ’s
spokesman Deputy William Martin,
“and (Taylor) is indeed the suspect in
the case.”
The victims were Taylor’s wife,
Ruthie, 40; son Rick Taylor, 24; sis-
ter-in-law Mylissa Campbell, 29;
niece Jolissa Morales, 6; and Tomy
Kang Jung, 24, a family friend. The
causes of death weren’t released, but
Martin said: “There is some trauma,
there is some blood.”
Authorities declined to discuss a
possible motive. Taylor, 46, worked
for McDonnell Douglas for 16 years
as a handformer, according to court
documents.
Five bodies found in house
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By AMY THON
Campus editor
After watching all of his chil-
dren graduate, Robert Tuchel,
77, will get his turn to walk
across the stage May 9 when he
participates in Eastern’s com-
mencement ceremonies.
Tuchel, of Champaign, will
receive a Board of Trustee’s
bachelor’s of arts degree at the 5
p.m. ceremony.
“It  only took 77 years,”
Tuchel said. “It was a long time
goal. Everybody in the family
(has) degrees but me.”
Tuchel completed 186 hours
of credit for the classes he has
taken at Eastern, 30 of which
were awarded to him for a port-
folio of his work experiences he
submitted to the university.
The portfolio described the
knowledge Tuchel has gained
from his life experiences and
was submitted for an evaluation.
A key criterion in the evaluation
was the student’s ability to orga-
nize and present verifiable evi-
dence of learning experiences.
“I didn’t want my tombstone
to read: ‘He quit before he got
the job done,’” Tuchel said. “It
thought it was an opportunity to
keep going.”
Tuchel earned an associate’s
degree in music from Parkland
Community College and said he
has always enjoyed his classes.
Tuchel also has taken courses
at Eastern, but was missing the
necessary upper-level class cred-
it to receive a diploma. His port-
folio completed the require-
ments.
Tuchel said he has always
wanted a degree but “there was
always something in the way.”
Tuchel’s wife, daughter, son and
daughter-in-law and two grand-
children all will be attending the
graduation.
Tuchel is not the only student
graduating that has waited a
long time to earn a degree.
John O’Keefe, of Naperville,
will be participating in the com-
mencement ceremony 40 years
late because he was drafted by
the military before he could
attend his own graduation in
1958.
“It’s something I   have
thought about a long, long
time,” O’Keefe said.
He said he finished his cours-
es in November of 1957 and
should have graduated with his
class in May of 1958, but was
drafted before he got the oppor-
tunity to graduate.  O’Keefe
served in Korea from 1958 to
1960 and has worked as a teach-
er in the Chicago public school
system for the last 30 years.
O’Keefe was visiting the uni-
versity last year when he men-
tioned to Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs, that
he never participated in the
graduation ceremonies. He said
the university contacted him two
months ago about joining the
1998 graduates.
O’Keefe said the ceremony
will mean a lot to him.
“I didn’t think to much of
(missing the ceremony), but as
the years go past you get more
nostalgic,” he said.
By AMY THON
Campus editor
Deadlines are quickly approaching for the
approximately 1,800 students participating in the
May 9 commencement ceremonies.
Marty Hackler of the Commencement Office
said tickets are now available for graduating stu-
dents to pick up for family and friends to attend
the ceremony. Each graduate is allowed seven
tickets if the ceremony is not held outdoors
because of weather. The tickets can be picked up
from 8 a.m to noon and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. until
May 8 in the Commencement Office.
The outdoor ceremonies will be held in the
Library Quad at 9 a.m., 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. The
indoor ceremonies, if necessary because of bad
weather, will be held in Lantz Gymnasium and
seating for both ceremonies is first come first
serve, Hackler said.
“We do give extra tickets when we can,”
Hackler said.
She said cap and gown orders can be picked
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on May 7 and 8 in the
Charleston Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
A representative also will be available to pass
out robes the morning of the ceremony beginning
at 7:30 a.m. for students traveling from out of
town to participate in commencement.
Students are requested to be at the Field House
in Lantz Gymnasium one hour before the ceremo-
ny to find their seats and prepare for the ceremo-
ny. Hackler said this is necessary,  because there
is no commencement rehearsal prior to May 9.
The 9 a.m. ceremony is for graduate students
and students in the Lumpkin College of Business
and Applies Sciences. Students in the College of
Education and Professional Studies or the
College of Sciences will graduate at the 1 p.m.
ceremony.  The 5 p.m. ceremony is for students in
the College of Arts and Humanities and the
School of Adult and Continuing Education.
Hackler said as soon as the graduates leave the
Field House set up begins for the next ceremony.
“There is usually enough time (between cere-
monies). It usually works out pretty well,”
Hackler said.
Students are requested to return commence-
ment regalia to designated bins immediately fol-
lowing the ceremony, but can keep college tas-
sels, honors tassels and cords for memorabilia.
Graduation announcements can be obtained
from the Union bookstore anytime prior to the
ceremony.
Diploma’s will be mailed to graduates 10 to 12
weeks following the ceremony if all requirements
and obligations have been met.
Corrections
An article in Tuesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News did not name Bonnie Irwin, associate profes-
sor of English, as a member of the presidential search committee.
The News regrets the error.
Commencement deadlines approach
Students overcome unusual circumstances to graduate
By SALLY SHIREMAN
Staff writer
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday will
elect new officers for the fall semester.
The last meeting of the year will be held at 2 p.m.
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Nominations for the positions of chair and vice
chair will be taken from the floor and voted on at the
meeting, said CAA Chair Mary Durkin Wohlrabe. The
newly elected officers will begin their terms at the
beginning of the 1998-99 school term.
The CAA also will discuss the plans for revision of
the integrated core writing component requirement,
Wohlrabe said. Five subcommittees will begin review-
ing five segments of the integrated core beginning in
the fall.  
CAA member Ken Sutton previously recommend-
ed the CAA look at websites provided by Linda
Calendrillo, associate professor of English, which
gave examples of writing intensity definitions at other
universities.
The CAA is currently looking at other websites
with similar information to help them come up with a
proposal to revise the writing component in the inte-
grated core at Eastern, Wohlrabe said.
In other business, The CAA has several course revi-
sion proposals: AIS 2630 -Business presentations and
document design, AIS 3100 - Records/information
management , AIS 3200 - Advanced microcomputer
applications and development , - AIS 4700 - End-user
systems implementation and training and administra-
tive information systems major.
The CAA also will review several new course pro-
posals:  AIS 3150 - Design and development of web
pages for business, ACC 2101 - financial accounting
and ACC 2102 - Managerial accounting.
CAA to elect new officers, discuss
integrated core writing component
DEANNA McINTYRE/Associate photo editor
Spring fresh
Jonathan Nolan, a sophomore business and finance major, and roommate
Mike Schmitz, a sophomore finance major, start their laundry Tuesday
night in the laundry room of Taylor Hall. 
I didn’t want my 
tombstone to read: ‘He
quit before he got the job
done.”
– Robert Tuchel, 77, spring
1998 Eastern graduate
“
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“‘Mid pleasures and palaces thoughwe might roam, be it ever so humble,
there’s no place like home.
–John Howard Payne
today’s quote
New administrator must stay part time job
The Student Senate will be considering a 2.5percent tuition increase at tonight’s meet-
ing.
The increase is supposed to index the cost
with inflation. However, the senate’s tuition
and fee review committee has made an extra
recommendation. It has been recommended
that students pay an overload fee for every
credit taken over 16
hours.
The senate should
not pass this recommen-
dation. The senate need
only to approve an increase before Eastern rec-
ommends its budget to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education in the fall. 
However, the current recommendation
would penalize students that take more than the
16-credit-hour mark. The university says it
needs the tuition increase and extra charge for
17 hours to keep pace with inflation.
By charging extra for credit hours above the
16-credit-hour mark, the university may elimi-
nate the extra revenue it wants to raise, because
students will be discouraged from taking extra
classes by the extra cost.
Students may also be discouraged from
graduating in four years leaving the university
with more students needing classes for a longer
amount of time.
Also, Eastern has tied the need for the over-
load charge to students double enrolling in core
classes. But this comparison does not make
sense. Inflation doesn’t cause a lack of core
classes. The lack of core classes is caused by
fewer state dollars being allocated to Eastern
and fewer instructors to teach the core classes.
The senate would be better off to increase
tuition for every student rather than basing a
monetary increase on their class load. 
At an emergency meeting, senate members
estimated the increase at 5.5 percent. While
this is a large increase by university standards,
it is better to have an across-the-board increase
than to penalize only students who want to take
more than 16 credit-hours in one semester.
The senate should dismiss the current
tuition recommendation, and above all, search
for more equitable ways to raise the needed
money. 
Editorial
To the editor:
This is in response to The Daily
Eastern News’ Student Government
endorsements. It is my understanding
that the role of the media is to provide
viewers or readers with reliable and
objective (within reason) information,
that the public might make informed
decisions about the issues facing
them. The full page article on candi-
date endorsements was an abuse of
journalistic power.
First of all, there was no balance of
information given concerning each
candidates’ views and qualification
background. For instance, concerning
candidates for student vice president
for public affairs, eight paragraphs
were devoted to supporting Liz
Halbert. Only one, one sentence para-
graph was devoted to Melissa Girten -
and that sentence claimed that she
was just as qualified, with no explana-
tion of why. Again, with the candi-
dates for student body president, 12
paragraphs (1/4 of the page!) were
devoted to the endorsed candidate,
while one sentence telling of the other
candidate having “Many goals if he
were elected,” without listing one.
My second major complaint was
the lack of source information. The
article tells that the editorial board
selected the candidates, but failed to
provide information on what makes
the members of the editorial board
reliable sources. These members may
be qualified individuals, but they need
to keep in mind that their decisions
may have substantial influence.
Because they are almost the sole
providers of student candidate facts,
they have a responsibility to provide
objective information objectively and
subjective information with due sub-
stantiation.
Eric Cler
sophomore pre-engineer major
your turnEndorsements do not
give supple data about
student candidates
The Daily Eastern News accepts let-
ters to the editor addressing local, state,
national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff
should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors can-
not be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letters accepted after Thursday will
be run during the summer.
Letter policy
The associate vice presidentfor  s tudent  affairs ,  an
administrat ive posi t ion that
used to be around but has not
for many years, is soon being
reintroduced to the university.
Vice President for Student
Affairs Lou Hencken has been
the sole person responsible for
his area for many years, with no
one to help. With the addition
of the part-time associate vice
president, Hencken will have
some duties relieved from his desk.
Hencken said Tuesday the position will be part time,
and the person will make $200 to $300 per month.
The office of student affairs is badly in need of an
associate vice president. In the last six years athletics,
the Student Recreation Center and the Counseling
Center have been added to Hencken’s already full plate.
However, there are a few potential problems with the
candidates and having the job be only part time.
According to Hencken, all the people who have
applied - Frank Hohengarten, David Milberg, Shirley
Stewart and Dale Wolf - are already full-time employees
of the university. His theory, which is probably accu-
rate, is that already busy people tend to be the hardest
and best workers.
But these full-time employees also have a responsi-
bility to the area they are already over. An added
responsibility for Hencken with the new associate vice
president will be to make sure the full-time area of
responsibility is not ignored by the new associate vice
president.
The associate vice president will have four basic
responsibilities: attend meetings in Hencken’s place, be
around in case of emergencies, help with strategic plan-
ning paperwork and coordinate search committees.
Hencken said currently he is responsible for each of
these duties, but sometimes could use help. Attending
the meetings is an issue especially at the beginning and
end of the school year because he is invited to attend
many meetings or events, but oftentimes they are at con-
flicting times.
Hencken also is the chair of the emergency manage-
ment group that is responsible for getting the university
together in a crisis, such as if a student dies or there is a
meningitis outbreak.
The part-time person also will be responsible for
doing some paperwork dealing
with strategic planning for the
area of student affairs and coor-
dinating plans with other areas.
Hencken said the last of the
four areas is  dealing with
search committees because he
is expecting several retirements
in various departments in the
next several years. The associ-
ate vice president would coordi-
nate the search committees and
do paperwork associated with
this such as gathering questions and creating surveys.
Sound like this could be a full-time job in the future?
It sounded like it to me, but Hencken says definitely no,
and that is why full-time employees are better suited for
the job.
In fact, if it weren’t for the $65,000 - $70,000 salary
that person would receive, the university could probably
use a full-time person in this position.
But, as Hencken himself said, that money could be
better used in other areas and having a part-time associ-
ate vice president will be enough to help him.
Now, the university must hold Hencken and other
administrators to this promise. He is right. The universi-
ty does not have the money for another administrator,
and we are badly in need of these funds in other areas
throughout the university.
Three of the four of the employees who have applied
for the position are making more than $60,000 a year all
ready. And $200 to $300 more per month is not a real
incentive for the extra work. So, why are these already
high-ranking officials interested in the position?
The title, says Hencken. Maybe. Or maybe they see
the potential for having a full-time job in the future -
either as an associate vice president or taking over for
Hencken when he is ready to retire or move on.
Either way, Hencken must make certain $300 a
month is all that is given for this part-time position.
When this position is announced next week, Hencken
will lose some responsibilities, but he will add a few
more to ensure that the intent of the position does not
change over the next couple of years.
– Reagan Branham is the editor in chief and a weekly
columnist  for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is curlb4@pen.eiu.edu.
REAGAN BRANHAM
Regular columnist
“Either way,
Hencken must
make certain
$300 a month
is all that is
given for this
part-time
position.”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u r l b 4 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
Senate should vote
down class hour
overload  charges 
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By NICOLE MEINHEIT
Staff writer
Four possible sites have been
chosen for a new  Charleston post
office that will be built during the
next few years.
“The building is 80 years old
and we’ve run out of room for
parking and we need additional
parking for our employees,” said
Donna Fox, Charleston postmas-
ter. “There is no convenient mail
box, we have the one drive up in
the alley, but we need more space
inside.”
The current building has 4,000
square feet of space and post
office employees estimate they
need 20,000 square feet, Fox said.
When the new building is built,
they will have at least 20,000
square feet of space, Fox said.
The new building will have
more up-to-date equipment and a
retail store in the lobby where
stamps and merchandise will be
on display, similar to a store, Fox
said.
“It will also mean with scales
and additional space to work them
(it will) make (the postal workers)
more efficient,” Fox said. “Right
now were gathering information
on vacant land that is available
and sending to district.” Fox said.
The four proposed sites cur-
rently are:
■ Land west of the Best Western
Worthington Inn.
■ The vacant lot in the southeast
corner of Lincoln Avenue and
Douglas Street.
■ Property on Route 16 east of
the new Citizens Bank facility.
■ On Route 316 in the Northwest
Business Park.
Once a decision is made the
constuction of the post office will
not begin during this fiscal year,
Fox said.
“It’ll be a while yet (before a
site is determined). They will turn
it over to the real estate depart-
ment and our fiscal year begins in
September, so it probably won’t
be in the budget,” Fox said.
The U.S. Postal Service is
financed through outside sources,
Fox said.
“US postal service does not
receive tax subsidies,” Fox said.
Fox said district representatives
determine which sites are in need
of a new post office. In addition to
Charleston, Monticello also will
receive a new post office and
Urbana is in the process of build-
ing one, Fox said. 
By MICHELLE POWELL
Activities editor
Students will have the opportunity to be
further educated tonight at the EIU
Community Orchestra concert, said music
professor Hyunsai Lee.
An estimated 50 to 60 members will per-
form tonight in the concert, including two
guest soloists, Lee said.
The soloists will be Donald and
Gretchen Tracy who will play a piece com-
posed by Vivaldi called “Concerto for Two
Cello.” Donald Tracy is a retired Eastern
music professor.
The concert will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the Dvorak Concert Hall in the Fine Arts
Building. Admission to the concert is free
and open to the public.
Four classical orchestra pieces will be
performed during the concert: “A Carman
Suite No.1”, composed by Bizet; “Concerto
for Two Cello composed by Vivaldi”;
“Pitite Suite”, composed by Debussy; and
“A Night on Bald Mountain”, composed by
Mussorgsky. Each of the pieces will be
under the direction of Lee.
The piece will be played by a small
group of orchestra members on five string
instruments: viola, violin, cello, bass and
the harpsichord.
Members of the orchestra, which
includes Eastern  students, retired faculty,
high school teachers and citizens of
Charleston, have been practicing since
March.
“This is the orchestra’s second time this
semester performing,” Lee said. He said the
concert will be a learning process for peo-
ple who attend.
“(The concert) will be entertaining and
have an educational purpose,” Lee said.
Lee  said anyone can perform in the con-
cert if they are interested.
“Students who are not music majors can
join,” Lee said. ”At the beginning of the
semester an audition is given and as an
orchestra member they must have certain
years of playing experiences.”
Students who are interested in joining
the EIU Community Orchestra can contact
the music department. 
EIU Community Orchestra concert to kick off tonight
Location for new Charleston post
office to be chosen from four sites
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Tea time
Kitenge N’Gambwa, international student adviser, celebrates the graduation
of three international students, (from left)Kalsom Abdul Rahim, a senior busi-
ness education major, Bei Hua, an educational administration graduate stu-
dent and Oliver Willmes an MBA graduate student, during an international
tea in the Wesley Foundation.
$199
Spaghetti Special
Every Wed night from 4 till 10 PM
Price is for full order of
spaghetti and garlic bread
Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
Wed. Special
1600 Lincoln in
Charleston.
Serving EIU since 1964
For free delivery call
345-3400
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$150
CAPTAIN
COKE
$150
22oz 
Lite
$100
Bottles
$400
VODKA
PITCHERS $100
SHOT 
SPECIALS
LADIES FREE TILL 11pm
happy birthday boner!
Love, Becky, Chrissy,
Tiff, & Kristen
University Board
proudly presents
CARROT TOP!
LIVE IN
CONCERT!
May 2, 1998 - 8:00 pm
Lantz Gymnasium
Tickets may be purchased at the 
EIU box office or charge by phone (Visa or Mastercard)
at 581 - 5122
Tickets will be sold at dinner in Carmen TONIGHT!
Tickets go on sale NOW!  EIU students with valid I.D. for $10, Faculty w/I.D $15. Groups
of 25 or more can perchase tickets for $7 each and the general public for $15. *E.I.U
students must have a valid I.D. to enter.*
Carrot Top backpack will be raffled at show-$70.00 value.
EIU Students
W/ ID $10
College Pro Painters
is now hiring painters 
& job site managers 
for the summer. 
No experience necessary.  
Work in your home town.  
$6-$10 a hour
Call 1-888-CPP-97US
Only A Few Apartments
Left for 98-99
* Modern Apartments
* Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
* furnished
* Laundry Facilities
* Central Air
* Reasonable utilities
* 24 hour maintenence
* Free off- street parking
* swimming pool and sun deck
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL)
2219 S. 9TH ST. APT#17 345-6000
The Daily Eastern News
is your door to the EIU community.
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EDINBORO, Pa. (AP) – A
popular teacher allegedly gunned
down by a student at a school
dance was buried Tuesday after
thousands of mourners remem-
bered him as an industrious fami-
ly man and enthusiastic volun-
teer. 
“Why didn’t God do some-
thing to protect this man from
dying?” asked the Rev. John
Jacquel, a priest at John Gillette’s
church, Our Lady of the Lake. 
“Why did God let that happen?
It seems that faithfulness doesn’t
guarantee you safety or a trouble-
free life,” he told 3,500 mourn-
ers.
Gillette, a former local football
hero who taught at Parker Middle
School, was killed Friday at an
eighth-grade dance. A 14-year-
old student, Andrew Wurst, was
accused of killing Gillette with
his father’s pistol. 
Students in the area had the
day off and many attended the
funeral mass in the basketball
field house at Edinboro
University of Pennsylvania,
Gillette’s alma mater. 
Gillette, 48, taught science,
advised the student council and
organized the annual graduation
dance where he was killed. He
was a star discus thrower and
football player at Northwestern
High and later the football coach
at the school. 
The crowd of mourners includ-
ed his former football players,
rival coaches, residents whose
patios and fireplaces he built as
part of his side construction busi-
ness and the entire university
women’s volleyball team in team
windbreakers. 
Gillette’s daughter, Abby,
plays for the volleyball team and
his son, Matt, is an assistant for
the football team. 
“He was a great person, a great
family man, a great coach, and a
great influence on a lot of young
people. My heart goes out to his
family,” said Rege O’Neil, who
once was a rival football coach.
STUDENT HELP NEEDED!!
CAREER SERVICES OFFICE
Starting Fall 1998 semester
Applicants must possess the following:
• Excellent customer service skills
• Communication skills
• Keyboard/Word Processing skills
• Attention to Detail
• Strong work ethic
Prefer those individuals that can work:
Mornings (Mon-Fri)
Evenings (until 6:45pm on Tues, Wed, Thurs)
Sunday (2pm - 7pm)
Apply at Career Services office, SSB-Room 13 and ask
for Debbie. Deadline to apply is Friday, May 1st.
May 2nd
Lantz Gym
May 2n
t  
QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms 
2Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-
??????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ?????????? ???????????????????WASHINGTON (AP) - IRS whistle-blowers “areostracized and their careers destroyed” while seniorofficials go unpunished for fraud and abuse, an agencyexecutive testified Tuesday as the Senate opened newhearings on alleged abuse and mismanagement. Yvonne D. DesJardins, who heads the IRS chiefcounsel’s employee and labor relations section,
described herself as a whistle-blower who also han-
dled many reports of misconduct against senior tax
agency officials between 1994 and 1996. 
She cited a sexual harassment case by an unidenti-
fied senior official, which resulted in a recommenda-
tion of disciplinary action. “It remained on the deputy
commissioner’s desk for over two years at which time
the executive retired and the case was closed,”
DesJardins told the committee. 
Later, IRS Deputy Commissioner Michael P. Dolan
issued a statement saying the agency will review disci-
pline of senior managers under his watch as part of a
broader examination of internal policing. “I welcome
this review of the disciplinary determinations I have
made,” Dolan said. 
The hearings come as the Senate is scheduled to
vote on a bill next week to strengthen oversight of the
IRS and expand taxpayer rights. 
Amid the scrutiny, the Clinton administration
announced the appointment of former FBI and CIA
Director William Webster to review the practices of
the tax agency’s criminal investigative division. IRS
Commissioner Charles O. Rossotti said Webster is part
of a broader review of the agency’s inner workings. 
Rossotti will request a meeting with DesJardins to
discuss her testimony, the agency said. “Today we
heard very serious allegations, which we will thor-
oughly review,” the IRS said in a statement. 
She told the Finance Committee, “The whistle-
blowers are ostracized and careers destroyed and those
senior officials who engaged in the misconduct which
was reported and substantiated are not only protected
from receiving any disciplinary actions but are often-
times rewarded during the same year the misconduct
occurred.”
Funeral of slain teacher held Tuesday;
about 3,500 mourners attend services 
IRS fraud on the surface in Senate
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80’s Retro Night
DJ Jeff Ross
Wednesday Lunch Specials 11am-2pm
Beef Brisket Sandwich $3.25
Veggie or Chicken Quesidilla $4.50
Express Lunch menus available
Great Drink Specials
N O C O V E R
16oz Drafts
$1.50
Daiquiri’s &
Speed Rail
$1.75
for your new summer color, Body
Wave, Highlight Cut & Style!
Let Brenda, Sue, Holly or Brandie
create that exciting new look 
for YOU!
Stop by 
SHEER PROFESSIONALS
503 Buchanan 345-4449
THE PLACE
Monday
.75 Drafts
Tuesday
$1.25 Honey Brown Lite
Wednesday
Ladies Night
.50 Draft $1.00 Rail
Thursday
1.00 Drafts & Free Pool
Fri. and Sat. Live DJ
Where the hell
is the Place?
Call 348-RIDE
Ashmore
*Largest Beer Garden
in Coles County!
*Horseshoe pits
are open!
1017 WOODLAWN
1 - Available June • 1 - Available August
2 Br., 1 1/2 Bath Furn. Apt.
C/A, Dishwasher, Micro
2,3, or 4 people  Trash Paid
As Low as $175 / mo.  12 mo. lease
CALL 348-7746 for an appointment
Is smarty pants
leaving you behind? 
Tell him or her how much
you’ll miss them with a
Graduation Personal
in the Daily Eastern News!
Personals will appear
Monday,  May 4th.
Deadline is 2pm April 30th.
Name: Phone:
Address:
Message:
SPECIAL #1
1x2
NO Photo
$6
15 words 
or less
SPECIAL #2
1x3
With Photo
$12
15 words 
or less
Bring to Student Publications
Buzzard
TM
Breadsticks only $1.59
w/ any pizza order
Cheesesticks sm $4     med $5    Lrg $6 +tax
20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza
$1099
Large
1 Topping
Pizza
$599
348-5454
+tax+tax
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A state
board is recommending fatter
paychecks for hundreds of state
officials - including judges and
legislators - but key lawmakers
already were skeptical of the pro-
posal Tuesday. 
The state Compensation
Review Board plans to propose
pay increases for about 1,200
high-ranking state officials in a
report later this week. The
Legislature then will have 30 ses-
sion days to accept or reject the
recommendations in total. Kevin
Forde, the board’s chairman, said
the proposed increases _ particu-
larly for judges _ are needed to
attract qualified candidates. 
But some lawmakers said the
state has no trouble attracting
prospective judges at the current
salary level – starting at more
than $100,000 a year. 
“Every time we have a vacan-
cy (in DuPage County), we have
40 people file for it,” said Senate
President James “Pate” Philip, R-
Wood Dale. 
Under the proposal, judges
would receive a 3 percent
increase in each of the next two
fiscal years, beginning July 1.
For Supreme Court justices, that
would mean an increase from the
current $130,250 a year to slight-
ly more than $138,000, Forde
said.
The governor, lawmakers and
dozens of high-ranking appointed
officials would see their base pay
increase 2 percent a year over
two years. And the lieutenant
governor’s annual pay would
jump 14 percent - from $89,357
to $96,804 - to match the rate of
the state treasurer and
comptroller. 
The increases would be in
addition to automatic annual
cost-of-living adjustments, which
this July will be 2.9 percent. The
recommendations, which always
come during election years, will
take effect unless both the House
and the Senate reject them.
Lawmakers voted against the last
proposed pay increases in 1996.
State Sen. Steven Rauschen-
berger, R-Elgin, the chairman of
the Senate Appropriations
Committee, said he’s against
boosting salaries across the
board. Instead, he said, the state
should be allowed to compare the
workload of lawmakers, for
example, to other state jobs and
set salaries accordingly. 
With the 2 percent increase
State board recommends pay
raises for legislators, judges
WASHINGTON (AP) _ The Senate, following
the House’s lead, approved legislation Tuesday
imposing abortion restrictions on the payment of
$926 million in back dues to the United Nations. 
The White House quickly announced President
Clinton would veto the bill, even though the U.N.
payments are a top priority. The vote was a narrow
51 to 49. 
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.,
warned that a veto would be “a big mistake,” and
said he doubted Clinton would get another chance
this year to get the U.N. money through the
Republican-led Congress. “In my opinion, this is it,”
Lott told reporters. 
But White House deputy press secretary Barry
Toiv said, “By including this extraneous but contro-
versial provision relating to family planning, the
Congress leaves the president no choice but to veto
the bill. 
“We hope they will get the bill up here quickly so
the president can veto it and we can move on to sep-
arating this issue from this essential legislation, as it
ought to be separated,”  Toiv said. 
The legislation also would authorize an array of
State Department programs and reorganize the for-
eign-policy bureaucracy. The bill, which passed the
House last month, next goes to Clinton. The thin
margin of approval - where Democrats opposing
passage were joined by Republicans who support
abortion rights - suggested a veto would be sus-
tained.
In remarks in the Rose Garden, Clinton con-
demned Congress’ failure to provide payment of the
back U.N. dues without strings attached or to
approve his request for $18 billion to help the
International Monetary Fund ease the strains of the
Asian financial crisis. 
“We think that different rules apply to us and we
have a right not to pay our way so we can have this
fight over an issue that is unrelated to our U.N.
responsibilities or our IMF responsibilities,” the
president said. “I don’t think that is a responsible,
mature message to send to the world by the leading 
country in the world.”
UN payment blocked by abortion stance
NEED A GREAT
BIRTHDAY
SURPRISE?
Put a Photo and a Message in
The Daily Eastern News
on Your Friend’s Birthday!
F O R ALL T O SEE!
Only $12
Deadline is 2 business days
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS IS
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICA-
TIONS FOR SUMMER FRONT
DESK WORKERS (starting June
8). The Shifts we need filled are 9
a.m.-12 & 1-4 p.m. Monday-
Thursday. To pick up an applica-
tion come to 1802 Buzzard Hall.
________________________5/4
SUMMER JOBS! NOW HIRING!
Earn $280-$750 per week this
summer in the Chicagoland sub-
urbs. Team Manager, Team
Painter, and Internship openings
available in your hometown. Work
outdoors, 40 hours per week,
close to home. E-Mail us an
application by visiting our web
site at www.collegecraft.com or
call for an interview at 1-800-331-
4441.
________________________5/1
SPLASH INTO SUMMER WITH
CAREERS USA! MAKE $$$$
GAIN EXPERIENCE & OFFICE
SKILLS WORKING ON TEMPO-
RARY ASSIGNMENTS IN THE
NW & W. SUBURBS OF CHICA-
GO GREAT PAY! FLEXIBLE
HOURS! CALL TODAY & WORK
ALL SUMMER! CAREERS USA
847-843-2222 SCHAUMBURG
630-971-3333 LISLE.
________________________5/4
JOIN THE TOLL HOUSE TEAM!
We are looking for energetic, out-
going individuals who would like
to work with individuals with
developmental disabilities in a
group home setting. This is an
excellent opportunity for students
majoring in psychology, special
education, (therapeutic) recre-
ation, or a related field. Apply at
Tull House 1911 18th Charleston
345-3552.
________________________5/4
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARD NEED-
ED FOR THE SEASON.
Lincolnshire apts. 348-8441.
________________________5/4
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT!
Janitorial service seeks energy-
team oriented person. Flexible
hours. Above average pay avail-
able. Call Peggy 345-6757.
_______________________4/29
MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVID-
UALS NEEDED TO WORK IN A
SMALL GROUP HOME with
developmentally disabled adults.
Must be able to work some
evenings, most weekends, and
be here for most holidays and
summers. Great opportunity for
Special Ed, Psychology, Health
Studies, or Leisure Studies
majors.  Other majors are also
welcome. Experience preferred,
but not required. Applications
may be picked-up after 4 p.m. at
415 4th Street or call Regina at
348-1723.
________________________5/4
MALE HELP NEEDED Night
Cabin Counselors working with
mentally handicapped hrs. 5
p.m.-8 a.m. For more info. Call
Camp New Hope 895-2341.
________________________5/4
FUN SUMMER JOBS, YOU’RE
HIRED! Have a hot summer
earning cold cash as a REMEDY
TEMPORARY. Pick your job,
name your hours, work close to
home and make excellent wages.
Many posit ions available:
Secretary, Word Processor, Data
Entry, Receptionist, Clerical
Support Warehouse, Factory. Call
one of our Chicago Offices for an
appointment. Naperville area to
Oak Brook: 630-369-3399;
Itasca/Schaumburg Area: 630-
467-0400, Deerfield and No.
Suburbs: 847-509-3100;
Niles/Skokie/Evanston/O’Hara:
847-470-0970; SW. Chicago/So
Suburbs: 708-599-0770;
Kane/Dekalb/Kendall Counties:
630-513-0197; Elgin: 847-622-
0500; Downtown Chicago: 312-
630-9090.
________________________5/4
GRADUATING? WANT TO
MAKE A DIFFERENCE? Every
child has the right to a happy,
safe, nurturing environment.
That’s why Mooseheart Child City
and School has been taking care
of children from troubled homes
since 1913. We are currently
looking for caring, energetic,
experienced and patient individu-
als or couples who can offer our
children the kind of love, moral
support, and nurturing they
deserve and who can teach them
the life skills necessary to suc-
ceed. We offer comprehensive
training, competitive salaries and
benefits, including free room and
board, medical insurance, self-
directed pension plan and 403B,
and a beautiful living environment
40 miles west of Chicago. If
you’re interested in making a dif-
ference, over 21, and have at
least a high school diploma (col-
lege degree preferred), call our
recruiting department at 888/755-
2680. For more info, visit our
website at www.mooseint.org.
________________________5/4
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS is
now hiring painters and job site
managers for the summer. No
experience necessary. Work in
your home town. $6-10 an hour.
Call 1-888-277-9787.
________________________5/4
CAMP STAFF-MINNESOTA
Energetic and caring individuals
for positive camp opportunity.
Leaders for backpacking trips to
PNW and Canadian Rockies.
Counselors to teach traditional
camp activities: canoe, bdsail,
sail, wski, gym, climb, bike, and
blacksmithing. Videographer,
cooks, supervisors, waterfront
director. Experience the most
rewarding summer of your life.
Thunderbird 314-567-3167.
________________________5/4
HELP WANTED: Short order
cook, must be here for summer.
Apply in person at Zorba’s 611
Monroe.
________________________5/4
SUMMER BEER GARDEN wait-
ress wanted. Call for appoint-
ment. The Place 349-8613.
________________________5/4
GET PAID & HAVE FUN. We
need intelligent and clean cut
motivated people to assist pho-
tographer in public ceremonies
and events throughout the mid-
west. CALL 1-800-247-3435 Ext.
228.
________________________5/1
STUDENTS WILL YOU BE
HOME FOR SUMMER BREAK?
IS HOME IN CHICAGO LAND
WESTERN SUBURBS? If yes,
work with us at RGIS Inventory
Specialists taking inventory. Both
day and evening hours available.
$7/hour to start. No experience
necessary; paid training. Call now
to schedule an interview. 630-
434-0398.
________________________5/4
SUMMER MINI-STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
________________________5/4
FREEE CASH GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business.
Medical Bills. Never Repay. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-
2262.
________________________5/4
WRITING A RESUME?
Inexpensive, concise, step by
step guide to powerful resume
writing. Call now 1-800-729-3601.
________________________5/4
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call 410-347-1475.
________________________5/4
NEED TO MAKE EXTRA
MONEY? Sell Avon. Phone 345-
4197 or 235-1544 to find out.
________________________5/4
ADOPTION-MY HUSBAND AND
I ARE INTERESTED IN ADOPT-
ING AN INFANT TO LOVE AND
SHARE OUR LIVES WITH. If you
know of anyone who is consider-
ing placing a child for adoption
please call us at 1-800-588-7211
or our attorney at 1-800-265-
4848.
________________________5/4
CLOSE TO BUZZARD BLDG. 2
BDRM furnished apts, Free park-
ing laundry room, central air. 345-
6000.
________________________5/4
MC ARTHUR/MANOR APART-
MENTS. Now leasing for Fall 98.
2 Bedroom furnished apt, 345-
2231.
________________________5/4
3 & 4 BEDROOM HOUSES &
apartments close to campus. Call
345-6621
________________________5/4
TWO BEDROOM UNFUR-
NISHED. All utilities paid except
phone and cable. NO PETS and
NO PARTIES. 345-6759
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR.
NO pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
JUNE 1ST OR AUGUST 1ST. 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath furnished
apt. for 2-4 people. 12 month
lease.  1017 Woodlawn 348-
7746.
________________________5/4
SUMMER MINI STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
________________________5/4
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
sti l l  available. Call Oldtowne
Management. 345-6533.
________________________5/4
NEW LISTING. HOUSE FOR 5
OR 6 GIRLS AVAILABLE IN
AUGUST. Remodeled, ideal loca-
tion. Parking. No Pets. Call 345-
7286.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM HOUSE available
June 1st. No pets. $500/mo. 345-
7286.
________________________5/4
NICE FIVE BEDROOM HOUSE,
Two baths, partly furnished. Call
345-5088 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
GRAD STUDENTS or mature
quiet upperclassmen. 2 BR apts
for 2. 345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim
Wood, broker.
________________________5/1
AVAILABLE JUNE- 5 bedroom
house 1/2 block from Old Main. 2
baths, trash paid. 12 month
lease, no pets. 348-7746.
________________________5/4
FURNISHED APTS FOR 3 PEO-
PLE. $215 each. Free parking,
pool, central air. Great location.
345-6000
________________________5/4
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
available for Fall. Very nice, clean
and updated. Call 345-5088 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS Still
available. Call Oldtowne
Management. 345-6533.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. TWO
BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
FREE PARKING. POOL. GREAT
LOCATION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
DELUXE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
QUIET NON-SMOKER. $225
PLUS UTILITIES 348-0979.
________________________5/4
2 BR APTS, C/A, 2 BLKS from
campus. 345-9636 after 5:00
p.m.
________________________5/4
BEDROOM EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT. Very close to cam-
pus. 345-5088. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
________________________5/4
$125 PER FURNISHED ROOM
with kitchen and laundry use.
Summer ‘98. Low uti l i t ies.
Parking 348-1866.
________________________5/4
FOUR BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT. Laundry, parking 6
blocks from campus. Summer
‘98. $500 per month plus low utili-
ties. 348-1866
________________________5/4
ROOMS FOR RENT-Women
only. Inter. Summer sessions.
Large house fully furn. 1 blk from
Union. Central A/C. $220 mo.
Util. Inc. House 345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3772.
________________________5/4
ON THE SQUARE NEWLY REM.
APARTMENT. 4-people very arsy
sky light water, trash, & heat
included. Each $215.00 Call 348-
7733.
_______________________4/29
1 BR DUPLEX, WATER AND
TRASH INCLUDED. $275 348-
7733.
_______________________4/29
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
1202 LINCOLN, Fully-furnished
laundry facilities, pool and hot
tub, exercise equip., parking and
trash included for more details
call Unique Homes Properties
345-5022.
________________________5/1
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT ON
9TH AND GRANT, Fully
Furnished Laundry Facilit ies.
Parking and trash included. For
more details call Unique Homes
Properties. 345-5022.
________________________5/1
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FURNISHED. 2 blocks from cam-
pus. 10 month lease. Available
Fall 98. Call 345-3401, 345-2263,
348-8851.
_______________________4/29
3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2 bath,
AC, laundry, parking, summer or
fall ‘98. 345-5874.
________________________5/4
LARGE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE
ON 4TH STREET, CHEAP RENT,
Summer or fal l  98, NEGO-
TIABLE. 345-5874.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
Quiet neighborhood, apt near
campus. Seniors or grad stu-
dents. $250 per person. 345-
7678 Available August or Fall.
________________________5/4
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting today at 5:30 p.m. in
Coleman Hall room 120.  Last business meeting of the year.  Call Keri
if you cannot attend.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Evening Bible Study today at 8
p.m. in the Immanuel Student Center.  Topic:  Hebrew.  Stay afterward
and play some pool!
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA meeting today at 5 p.m. in Blair Hall (down-
stairs by vending machines).  This is our last meeting, so bring final
exam schedules & money.  We will be going to Pagliai’s for spaghetti.
All members please attend.
EIU BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE meeting today in the Sullivan room.
Restructure of officers, so all new/ old officers need to be present.  If
can not attend, call Chris @ 581-3392.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass today at 9 p.m. in the Newman
Chapel.  The Newman Chapel is located on the corner of 9th and
Lincoln Ave.
THE AGENCY Dinner today at 7 p.m. at the Alamo.  Members come
to this last meeting or come tomorrow night at the same time, same
place, more information call Missa @ 345-6445.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Bible study today at 7 p.m. in
MLK Union Shelbyville room.
POWER Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Mezzanine of the MLK Union.
Last meeting of the semester.
LASO Weekly meeting today 6 p.m. at the Campus pond. End of the
year barbeque.
DOUBLE VISION Thursday April 30th from 6-8 p.m. in the South
Quad. Come find out about the opposite sex! Double vision.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
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Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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STUDENT RENTALS $200 Close
to campus. Phone after 5. 342-
9307.
________________________5/4
NEW 3 BR DUPLEX. Now being
built for fall semester. 1300 sq. ft.
1/2 block from Old Main. Stove,
frig, and dishwasher furnished.
Trash pd. 1 year lease. 820
Lincoln Ave. Call 348-7746.
________________________5/4
ONLY ONE LEFT. Apt for 2 or 3
girls near campus. 345-3100. 9
a.m.-9 p.m.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE JUNE 1, UNIQUE 2
BDRM MOBILE HOME, den (or
3rd bdrm), central air, w/d. $420
plus deposit/lease. ALSO SPA-
CIOUS 2 BDRM MOBILE HOME
w/d hook-up, central air, $340
plus deposit/lease. 348-1287 or
234-8774.
________________________5/4
5 BEDROOM APARTMENT 1/2
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. 2 living
rooms, 2 bathrooms, new carpet,
paint, wallpaper. Water, trash
paid. Lots of parking $200 each.
345-6967.
________________________5/4
CHEAP RENT IF ASSIST WITH
CHORES YARDWORK OR PET
SITTING IN MY ABSENCE. Own
room, private entrance, cable,
phone, bath. Utilities included.
345-3372. Leave message before
noon.
_______________________4/28
APARTMENTS 2 OR 3 BR on
Third St.  Furnished. 10 mo.
lease. Call CAMPUS RENTALS
345-3100 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
________________________5/4
HOUSE NEAR EIU. 3-4 students.
348-1614.
________________________5/1
FURNISHED 2 BDRM APT.
Water, trash. 10 months. $250
each. 348-0288.
_______________________4/30
1 AND 4 BEDROOM APTS. 3
bedroom, 2 bath house. Water &
garbage included. Available
August 1. No pets, All new. 345-
4494 or 232-0656.
________________________5/4
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet, serious students,
Summer only. $125 month. Most
utilities included. Kitchen privi-
leges. One block from campus.
Diane 345-7265 after 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
4 BEDROOM APARTMENT 1/2
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. New
carpet, paint, decor. Furnished,
water, trash paid. Lots of parking.
$200 each. 345-6967.
________________________5/4
FEMALE GRAD STUDENT
SEEKING SERIOUS FEMALE
STUDENT TO SHARE NEWLY
REMODELED HOUSE close to
campus. Own bedroom, cable,
phone, utilities included. $250,
available summer ‘98. Call 345-
5126 leave message email
cskal@eiu.edu.
_______________________4/30
NO LEASE. ROOM & BOARD,
meals, laundry, private bedrooms.
NS females. Call for interview.
Available now and summer. 345-
1284.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT LOCATED AT 208
1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FURNISHED,
CARPETED, GOOD QUIET
LOCATION. CALL 345-7522.
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462
ASK FOR LARRY.
________________________5/4
LARGE 4 BR UPSTAIRS APT.
202 1/2 6TH ST. FULLY FUR-
NISHED, CARPETED, A/C,
LARGE BATHROOM WITH
SHOWER. 3 OR 4 STUDENTS.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
345-9462 ASK FOR LARRY.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM HOUSES to lease
for fall of ‘98. Call 346-3583.
________________________5/4
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
1202 LINCOLN, Fully-furnished
laundry facilities, pool and hot
tub, exercise equip., parking and
trash included for more details
call Unique Homes Properties
345-5022.
________________________5/4
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT FUR-
NISHED. 2 blocks from campus.
10 month lease. Available Fall 98.
Call 345-3401, 345-2263, 348-
8851.
_______________________4/30
2 SUMMER SUBLESSORS
NEEDED FOR AWESOME
ROYAL HEIGHTS APT. Both
have own room. Call 345-9458.
________________________5/1
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT ON
9TH AND GRANT, Fully
Furnished Laundry Facilit ies.
Parking and trash included. For
more details call Unique Homes
Properties. 345-5022.
________________________5/4
NEW 3 BR DUPLEX. Now being
built for fall semester. 1300 sq. ft.
1/2 block from Old Main. Stove,
frig, and dishwasher furnished.
Trash pd. 1 year lease. 820
Lincoln Ave. Call 348-7746.
________________________5/4
1 BR DUPLEX, WATER AND
TRASH INCLUDED. $275 348-
7733.
_______________________4/30
3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE, 2 bath,
AC, laundry, parking, summer or
fall ‘98. 345-5874.
________________________5/4
LARGE 4 BEDROOM HOUSE
ON 4TH STREET, CHEAP RENT,
Summer or fal l  98, NEGO-
TIABLE. 345-5874.
________________________5/4
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT Quiet
neighborhood, apt near campus.
Seniors or grad students. $250
per person. 345-7678 Available
August or Fall.
________________________5/4
STUDENT RENTALS $200 Close
to campus. Phone after 5. 342-
9307.
________________________5/4
ONLY ONE LEFT. Apt for 2 or 3
girls near campus. 345-3100. 9
a.m.-9 p.m.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE JUNE 1, UNIQUE 2
BDRM MOBILE HOME, den (or
3rd bdrm), central air, w/d. $420
plus deposit/lease. ALSO SPA-
CIOUS 2 BDRM MOBILE HOME
w/d hook-up, central air, $340
plus deposit/lease. 348-1287 or
234-8774.
________________________5/4
APARTMENTS 2 OR 3 BR on
Third St.  Furnished. 10 mo.
lease. Call CAMPUS RENTALS
345-3100 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
________________________5/4
NON-SMOKING FEMALE SUB-
LESSOR NEEDED TO SHARE A
QUIET 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT for 98-99 school year.
Own room. Uti l i t ies paid.
$235/month. Call Melissa at 348-
6629.
________________________5/1
2-3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SUMMER. Nice 2 bedroom
apartment close to campus. Fully
furnished, low rent. Call 345-
4720.
________________________5/4
1 FEMALE PARK PLACE SUB-
LESSOR NEEDED. 98-99 Call
348-6666.
________________________5/1
GREAT DEAL! 3 bedroom, 3 peo-
ple, $173 each  + utilities for sum-
mer. Park Place. 348-6379.
________________________5/4
PARK PLACE SUBLESSOR
NEEDED: Clean, furnished, and
close to campus. Rent nego-
tiable! 348-6532.
________________________5/4
WANTED: TWO ROOMMATES
for 98-99 school year close to
campus. Call Erin or Tara 348-
6631.
_______________________4/29
1 TO 3 FEMALES SUM 96 +/OR
FALL 98/SPR 99 6 bdrm house
w/wshr/dr Call 581-2166.
________________________5/4
ROOMMATES NEEDED Close to
campus. Call 348-8052.
________________________5/4
ROOMMATE NEEDED. All sum-
mer. Extremely low rent. Behind
Buzzard Building. 348-6203.
________________________5/4
KING SIZE WATERBED. 97%
waveless mattress. Large head-
board. $300 o.b.o. Call 348-1216.
Leave message.
________________________5/1
TOKENS SPRING CLEAN-UP
SALE. 50% or more off all adult
clothes. Hats, jackets, sweats,
and backpacks. If you ever want-
ed it-Now is the time! Sale ends
April 30.
_______________________4/30
FORD ESCORT GL-1987 high
miles, fair con. runs okay, some
new parts $600/obo 217-276-
0482.
_______________________4/30
SCHWINN FREESTYLE BIKE,
$180.00, brand new-must see!
Call 581-2855 Ask for Tory.
_______________________4/29
FOUR SNOW TIRES LIKE NEW
$210.00 obo email ZHIBO
cgzw1@panther2.pen.eiu.edu
_______________________4/29
DON’T PASS BY THIS DEAL! It’s
the 10 words for $1 deal when
you advertise your for sale items!
Items must be less then $300.
Come to Student Publications
located in Buzzard Hall to place
your for sale items.
________________________5/4
KING WATERBED CALIFORNIA
KING MATTRESS 4 POSTER
$200 O.B.O. 345-1301.
________________________5/1
MUST SELL! Coffee table, dress-
er, twin bed. $100 o.b.o. 348-
1337.
________________________5/4
FREE MED/LG. SHEPHERD MIX
Dog. 1 1/2 yrs. old. Dean 345-
9166.
________________________5/1
160 Ib. BOLLINGER WEIGHT
SET WITH DP BENCH $175
DEAN 345-9166.
________________________5/1
GT KARAKORAM MTN. BIKE,
COMPETITION COMPONENTS
$395 DEAN 345-9166.
________________________5/1
BRUNSWICK 6 FOOT POOL
TABLE WITH ACCESSORIES in
good condition. Best offer. Call
Byron 345-6983.
________________________5/4
‘95 KAWASAKI NINJA 600 R
1.000 M LIKE NEW $3700 235-
1839.
________________________5/4
IBM COMPATIBLE BROTHER
WORD PROCESSOR $125.00
O.B.O. BROTHER WORD PRO-
CESSOR $70.00 O.B.O. ASK
FOR TODD 348-6765.
________________________5/1
APARTMENT SALE! Furniture,
lamps, appliances... Everything
you need for next year! Call 348-
1077.
________________________5/4
FOR SALE: Love seat sofa good
condition. $30 obo 348-7567.
________________________5/1
JUST SPENCE’S. 1148 6TH
STREET. WE BUY CLOTHING
AND MISCELLANEOUS. 345-
1469.
_______________________4/30
GREAT GIFTS FOR GRADS.
Check out our sales at Calliope
Court 706 Jackson, Charleston.
________________________5/4
MOM’S IS THE PLACE FOR
FUNCTIONS. Free Snacks, Juice
Bar, Free Ride on Mom’s Bus.
Dave for details 345-2171 9 a.m.-
11 a.m.
________________________5/4
ATTENTION SENIORS: IT’S
NOT TOO LATE TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCE-
MENTS AND CLASS RING.
COME TO TOKENS FOR FAST
FRIENDLY SERVICE.
_______________________4/30
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES-Book now for Fall of
1998 $50 Reserves Date. Special
Rate & Free Hayrides, if booked
before May 15th. No Long Bus
Rides. Mr. Ed 348-1424.
________________________5/4
NEED CASH, We buy used CD’s.
Sound Source Music. 258-8919.
________________________5/1
TOKENS SPRING CLEAN-UP
SALE. 50% OR MORE OFF ALL
ADULT CLOTHES, HATS, JACK-
ETS, SWEATS, AND BACK-
PACKS. IF YOU EVER WANTED
IT-NOW IS THE TIME! SALE
ENDS APRIL 30.
_______________________4/30
YOU CAN FIND YOUR SPECIAL
SOMEONE NOW!!! 1-900-288-
2201 EXT. 5342. $2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs. Serv-U (619)
645-8434.
________________________5/1
INSTITUTE OF PAPER SCI-
ENCE AND TECHNOLOGY IS
AN MS/PHD granting program on
the campus of Georgia Tech in
Atlanta. We are looking for good
students in Chemistry, botany,
and physics to join our programs.
Our support for all our students
and their research is outstanding.
For info call (888)-368-7560.
_______________________4/30
THURSDAY AT TED’S... $1 YOU
CALL IT, NO COVER, FREE
POOL. Live DJ playing requests.
Doors open at 9 p.m.
_______________________4/30
ALPHA SIGMA TAU COOKOUT
FRIDAY MAY 1 from 4-6 in front
of the AST house. $2.00
(includes hamburger, chips, and a
soda.)
________________________5/1
SORORITIES AND FRATERNI-
TIES Order Papa Johns Today
and be sure to mention your
houses name and Carl Sandburg
School. If your house orders the
most, you get a free pizza party!
sponsored by Panhellenic
Council.
_______________________4/29
CONGRATULATIONS RACH
AND ROB ON YOUR ENGAGE-
MENT. Love, Lisa & Jen.
_______________________4/29
ERIC MIALKOWSKI, Congrats on
your job! I can’t wait until I move
there to be with you. I love you!
Andrea.
_______________________4/29
ALISA TREITMAN OF ASA- con-
grats on getting pinned to RYAN
PORTER OF SIGMA NU. All the
love in the world to both of you.
_______________________4/29
NICOLE COURI, ASHLEY
RADUGUE, AND KELLY WIEC-
ZOREK OF SIGMA KAPPA:
Congratulations for being accept-
ed into Gamma Sigma Alpha.
Your sisters are proud.
_______________________4/29
THANK YOU TO ALL THE
SORORITIES AND FRATERNI-
TIES for making our first year on
campus terrific. Love, The Ladies
of Kappa Delta.
_______________________4/30
ALISA TREITMAN OF ASA.
Congrats on getting pinned to
RYAN PORTER OF SIGMA NU.
We are so happy for you! Love,
Your sisters.
_______________________4/29
KAREN REYFF OF ASA:
Congrats on being selected a
charter member of Gamma
Sigma Alpha & receiving
Excellence in Computer
Operation Management. We
couldn’t be prouder! Alpha love,
Your Sisters.
_______________________4/29
LEIGH ANN WEIGEL- congratu-
lations on graduating. We’re so
proud of you and we love you.
Love, Your roommates.
_______________________4/29
JIM BEAM, Roses are red, violets
are blue, you saved my butt
Thank you! Love, Suzanne.
_______________________4/29
SISTERS OF EPSILON SIGMA
ALPHA: Thanks for all the great
memories. I am going to miss
everyone. ESA Love, Suzanne.
P.S. What am I going to do on
Wednesdays at 5:30?
_______________________4/29
COURTNEY: Had fun in Panama,
Love ya, Kareem.
_______________________4/29
JUST A REMINDER FOR PAN-
HELLENIC, INFRATERNITY AND
BLACK GREEK COUNCILS,
Don’t forget about “The who, The
How and The When.” today at 6
p.m. in the 1895 room.
_______________________4/29
ATTENTION NUTHOUSE GIRLS!
Kymm, Erin, Karen, Kendra,
Chrissy, Danielle and Jami,
Reunion at IKE’s today at 5 ‘0
clock.
_______________________4/29
ANDREA BAUER OF ALPHA
PHI: congratulations on getting
lavaliered to TIM O’REILLY OF PI
KAPPA ALPHA. This semester
has been awesome. I’ll miss you
so much next year! Love, Shi.
_______________________4/29
CONGRATULATIONS TO JILL
ZAHARA, ANN MATHEWS AND
AMANDA WALLIN OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA for gett ing
pinned to NEAL PERRY OF
SIGMA PHI EPSILON! Your sis-
ters are proud.
_______________________4/29
ANDREA BAUER OF ALPHA
PHI: congratulations on getting
lavaliered to TIM O’REILLY OF PI
KAPPA ALPHA! Your sisters are
so happy for you.
_______________________4/29
LAURA WOLF AND LINDSAY
LONGTEN OF ALPHA PHI:
Congratulations on becoming
members of Student Senate.
You’re sisters are so proud, and
we’re sure you’ll do a great job.
_______________________4/29
TO THE SENIORS OF ALPHA
PHI: Congrats on going alumni.
Thank you for giving so much to
Alpha Phi. You will be missed.
Good luck in the future. Love your
sisters. AOE.
_______________________4/29
KATIE FITZGERALD OF ALPHA
PHI: Congratulations on becom-
ing a founding member of
Gamma Sigma Alpha, The new
scholarship fraternity. Your  sis-
ters are so proud.
_______________________4/29
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON: Congratulations to
those of you who were fully initiat-
ed. Have a great summer. I will
miss you guys so much! Love,
Angie.
_______________________4/29
JENNY D. OF SIGMA KAPPA:
Congratulations on going Alumn.
I’m so proud of you! I’ll miss you
tons next year. Love, Baby Starr.
_______________________4/29
CORTNY MCDERMOTT OF
SIGMA KAPPA: Congratulations
on being elected President of the
polit ical science club. Your
mommy is proud.
_______________________4/29
THIS WEEKS SIGMA NU GIMP-
NESS AWARD GOES TO ZACK.
CONGRATS.
_______________________4/29
NEAL ANTEMANN OF SIGMA
NU gets the K.C. masterpiece
Golden spatula award. Good job
barbequing.
_______________________4/29
OTIS- Congrats on going active.
Luv Michelle.
_______________________4/29
BROOKE & MARCI: Thank you
so much for all the memories. I’ll
miss you both like crazy next
year. AGD luv, Michelle.
_______________________4/29
TO THE MEN OF SIGMA NU:
Good luck on finals! Thanks for a
great semester. Love, Jamie.
_______________________4/29
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For the first time this season an
Eastern softball player was hon-
ored by the Ohio Valley
Conference for outstanding perfor-
mances.
Sophomore pitcher Sara Da-
Laere was named OVC Co-Pitcher
of the week, and will share the
honor with Eastern Kentucky’s
Kerri Duncan.
DaLaere threw back-to-back
shutouts against Southeast Miss-
ouri and Austin Peay, while com-
piling a 4-0 record for the week.
She improved her record to 12-5
on the season.
DaLaere allowed just three runs
on 18 hits and walked only four
while striking out 19 in 35 innings
of work. For the week, DaLaere
had an ERA of only 1.08.
DaLaere now leads the Panther
pitching staff in wins, shutouts (3),
saves (2), and strikeouts (53). She
is sixth in the con-
ference in wins and
leads the OVC in
saves.
P a n t h e r s
Looking at Sixth
Seed in Tourn-
ament:
Eastern will most likely end up
with the sixth seed in the OVC
tournament this weekend. The
Panthers first-round opponents will
be either Tennessee-Martin or
Middle Tennessee.
Eastern went 5-1 against confer-
ence opponents last week, includ-
ing shutouts against top-seeded
Southeast Missouri State and
Austin Peay.
Sophomore outfielder Adrienne
Noll provided an offensive spark
for the Panthers by batting .538 on
the week, while driving in seven
runs on 14 hits.
DaLaere improved her record to
12-5 with shutout wins over
SEMO and Austin Peay. 
SEMO Wins Conference:
Southeast Missouri continued
its dominance over the OVC as it
won its fourth straight OVC regu-
lar-season title after going 3-1 last
week.
SEMO posted a doubleheader
sweep over Austin Peay, while
splitting games with Eastern.
Senior Kim Palmer hit her 13th
homer of the season and captured
the Otahkians career home run
record.
Jenny Oermann did her part in
the wins last week by going a per-
fect 4-4 and drove in four runs in
SEMO’s 6-0 win over Eastern.
Junior pitcher Debbie Schmelz
was also outstanding throughout
the week, scattering nine hits in 14
innings of work. Schmelz gave up
one earned run, while walking two
and striking out four.
The Otahkians are now 16-2 in
the conference with only two
games left to play. SEMO has one
doubleheader left against
Tennessee-Martin, before it pre-
pares to host the OVC Tour-
nament this weekend. 
The first victim for top-seeded
SEMO in the OVC tournament
will be either Austin Peay or Te-
nnessee State.
Cellar Dwellers:
Austin Peay is on the bubble
and needs a pair of Tennessee State
losses to guarantee itself a spot in
the OVC Tournament, where it
would have the unenviable task of
facing a tough SEMO team.
The Lady Govs have won only
three of their last 16 games, to drop
them to 2-13 in the conference and
put them at the bottom of the West
Division.The one bright spot for
the Lady Govs has been sopho-
more outfielder Louranda Sanders,
who batted .421 last week, includ-
ing a 4-8, 2-RBI performance
against Tennessee-Martin.
–compiled by Kyle Bauer
DaLaere for Panther to be honored by conference
Softball
notebook
12”
STOP
WEDNESDAY
April 29th
ONLY!
Medium
$13
Good Carry-Out Only
7 Days a Week!
DELIVERED FOR JUST $1 MORE!
Limited Delivery Area
BUDGET
PLEASER ®
•A Med. (14”) Thin Crust
One Topping Pizza
•A Family-Size Salad and
• A 2-Liter Bottle of Coca-Cola
10 oz. FREE Salad w/ Dressing • $14 w/ a (16”) Large Pizza
Carry-Out Only thru May 23, 1998.
Charleston 
909 18th Street
348-7515
Wish PEGGY REESE
A HAPPY 40TH
BIRTHDAY!!
509 Van Buren 348-2380
Friends
&Co
WEDNESDAY
THURS-
FRIDAY
Leinie and MGD
$100 PINTS of
FREE Jazz Show!
The Sean Salmon
Quartet    Show Starts @   
10:00 p.m        
HELLO DAVE
West
East
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
16-2
11-6
9-8
2-13
34-10-1
22-18-1
22-19
20-27
1998 DIVISION
SOFTBALL
STANDINGS
Team Conf.     Overall
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Morehead State
Tennessee State
Team
15-5
12-8
9-7
7-11
0-21
Conf.       Overall
34-16
22-18-1
17-15
13-31
5-36
“Coach has taught me a lot of things,”
Starkey said. “I just love her philosophy in
general. If and when I do decide to coach,
that’s the kind of person I would like to be.
To have another year to learn from her is
kind of a good thing for me.”
Starkey said she is more at ease at the
plate now, thanks to Searle.
“Having her down there at third base,
smiling at me and waving at me just makes
me laugh,” she said.  “I think this is the first
time I’ve ever smiled before I get up to hit.
Then you have Jeff (Jackson) on the other
side, the big male figure, like your dad. You
have your mom and your dad right out there.”
As Searle has had an immediate impres-
sion on Starkey, so has the senior had an
effect on her new coach.
“I wish she was a freshman,” Searle said.
“I wish I had the opportunity to coach her for
four years. I’ve enjoyed working with her for
a year. At the get go, when I met her I knew
she had the demeanor, the composure and the
experience of a Division I ball player.
Looking at her swing and looking at her field
ground balls, very early on we said, ‘Don’t
get hurt. We want you out there.’”
Starkey has seen her role change in her
four years as a Panther. Her first season at
Eastern saw Starkey patrolling the outfield,
not manning her usual first base position.
Starkey found herself out of place with a lot
to learn.
“They had to teach me everything about
everything in the outfield,” she said. “But I
had Jen Cherveny teaching me how to get to
balls. I listened to her and she taught me
where to stand and moved me over. I was
lucky to be around when Jen was here, very
lucky.”
By making the transition to the outfield,
Starkey was able to crack the starting line up
in her freshman year, and fulfill her role of
one of the teams hitters.
“I came in here, from day one, my biggest
role was hitter,” Starkey said. 
Starkey worked hard to earn and keep her
starting role. She started 54 games in her
freshman year, driving in 22 RBIs.
“That’s like a big thing for a lot of peo-
ple,” Starkey said. “You come into a program
and you start freshman year. It makes you
feel pretty good. It makes your ego get a little
bigger too being a freshman. If you could ask
any of those people who were older than me
they’d say, ‘Yeah, she had a big ego. She was
a pain.’”
Starkey sees her role on the team now as
being a leader, though at times she has trou-
ble keeping her emotions in check.
“Being a senior, you get this leadership
and you need to take charge,” she said.  “I
think basically my role as leader is big, but,
there’s also the silent people that are younger
that when I show my emotions at times they
come and they say we know you’re excited,
but you have to calm down.”
Though she said she wouldn’t change
much about her career at Eastern, Starkey
wouldn’t mind playing a little longer.
“I feel like a freshman in a seniors body,”
she said.  “I want to keep playing, I want to
play four more years. Everything’s fitting
into place and it’s kind of hard leaving. But,
in a way I get to come back, so it’s not such a
bad thing.”
Starkey says her time at Eastern has
matured her, both on and off the field.
“It’s had a great effect on me,” she said.
“When I came in here I had a really hard
time with my emotions. I was the kind of
person who was very aggressive, always
competitive. I was competitive even with my
teammates when 
“I was younger. I was very ,very hard on
myself. I’ve learned you have to take every-
thing with a grain of salt.”
This process has helped Starkey balance
school and the team.
“This year has been different with school
and everything,” she said.  “A lot of us have
been struggling with getting our stuff turned
in. I know I have. It’s like this big puzzle you
just have to put the pieces in.”
One of Starkey’s biggest memories came
last season at the Banquet after the OVC
tournament.
“When I got chosen to be on the first-team
all conference, I ended getting on the bus and
crying my eyes out,” she said. “You come in
as a team and your the new team in the con-
ference and you have to gain a little respect. I
was just excited enough to gain a little bit of
respect from a lot of good teams, a lot of
good coaches. It made me feel really good.”
With the days winding down in her con-
ference career, Starkey admits she does have
some anxious moments.
“There’s a lot of frustration,” she said.
“There’s a lot of stress. Especially in the last
couple of games, I’ve been pressing a lot.
You always want to do your best. You keep
thinking now I’ve only got eight games left,
now I’ve got six, now I’ve got four, now I’ve
got two. I think people tend to push more
because you want to be the best.”
But in the end, Starkey’s feelings about
Eastern come down to one reoccurring
theme.
“I would never change a thing, ever.”
STARKEY from page 12
I wish she was a freshman. I
wish I had the opportunity to
coach her for four years.”
–Lloydene Searle, 
Panther softball coach
“
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For the second time this sea-
son, Panther junior center fielder
Sean Lyons has been named
Ohio Valley Conference Player
of the Week.
When the Panthers took two-
of-three games from Austin Peay
last weekend, Lyons led the way
going 10-for-14 for an average of
.714. Of the 10 hits, Lyons had
three doubles. He also added
four RBI and seven runs scored. 
In the six games last week,
Lyons batted .524 with five dou-
bles, a triple and four RBI in six
games. He is currently second in
the conference with 18 two-
baggers for an average of .42. He
trails Tennessee Tech’s Ryan
Browning by .01. 
Lyons has also been able to
make contact with the ball, as he
has not struck out in seven
straight games. 
Battle for the last spot:
The top six teams in the OVC
standings get to make the trip to
the tournament on May 7-9.
Eastern and Southeast Missouri
both have to win one out of three
games this weekend to clinch the
top two spots in
the conference.
This would mean
both teams would
get a first-round
bye.
There is still a
big battle for the sixth spot in the
tournament. Currently Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead State
are tied for the fifth with 10-11
record. So if the season would
have ended last weekend, they
would have gotten the final two
spots.
But trying to catch the Golden
Eagles and the Colonels is the
team that was predicted to finish
first in the conference, Middle
Tennessee. The Blue Raiders sit
in seventh position with an 8-12
record and 1 1/2 games in back
of Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State. 
“We want to go to the tourna-
ment, I don’t know if we have
the team to do it or not, but that’s
our objective,” Eastern Kentucky
head coach Jim Ward said.
“There’s a lot of scenarios and a
lot of balance from two through
eight. We can’t worry about any-
body else, we just have to worry
about ourselves and how we play
this weekend.”
Eastern Kentucky is the only
one of the three teams that gets
to play at home this weekend,
but the Colonels have to face
OVC leading Eastern. Middle
Tennessee travels to fourth-place
Murray State and Morehead
State plays at second-place
Southeast Missouri. 
Ward said his team should not
be in this situation right now.
“We should be in no trouble
right now,” he said. “But we let
Murray sweep us at home this
weekend and there was a couple
of Sunday games when we’ve
had leads but we couldn’t hold
them. We shouldn’t be worried
about getting in the tournament,
we should already have a spot
clinched.”
If Southeast can take one out
of three games from Morehead,
it will host the OVC tournament. 
Panthers on top:
Eastern is still one-two in the
OVC home run battle,  with
junior first baseman Mark Tomse
leading the way with 16 homers
for an average of .41 per game.
Right behind Tomse is sopho-
more third baseman Matt
Marzec, who has 15 homers and
an average of .36. 
But Eastern is not only on top
of all the offensive categories, as
the Panthers also have a leader in
the pitching category. Junior
reliever Bobby Castelli leads the
conference in both saves with 10
and ERA with a 1.59. 
Castelli is also third in the
conference in strike outs, as he
has 58 total and an average of
11.5 per nine innings. 
Junior Jeremy Sanders is in
the running for the best record in
the conference, with his 7-1
mark. The leader of the confer-
ence is Southeast Missouri’s
Ryan Spile with an 8-1 mark. 
Streak snapped:
Tennessee Tech’s seven-game
losing streak was snapped in the
second game of a doubleheader
against Eastern Kentucky on
Saturday. Lead by a complete
game five-hitter by Mike Moore,
Tech went on to cruise to a 7-1
victory and snap the streak. 
Offensively Tech was led by
outfielder Jody Wheeler, who
had three doubles, a homer and
five RBI last week. 
Tech sits in third place in the
OVC with a 14-10 record, and
takes on non-conference
Belmont this weekend. 
–compiled by Matt Wilson
Lyons honored by conference for second time 
Team                                Conf.       Overall
This weekend’s games:
Eastern Illinois @ Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay @ Tennessee-Martin
Middle Tennessee @ Murray State
Morehead State @ Southeast Missouri
Belmont @ Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Middle Tennessee
Austin Peay
Tennessee-Martin
16-4
14-7
14-10
11-10
10-11
10-11
8-12
7-14
5-16
32-11
26-19
25-23
17-31
20-24-1
17-31
16-28
20-30
14-29
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Eastern’s offense sits atop the
Ohio Valley Conference standings
with a .353 batting average. 
The Panthers hit the century
mark for homers and doubles in
last weekends series against
Austin Peay. With the 100
homers, Eastern is 29 homers
ahead of its nearest competitor,
Eastern Kentucky. 
The pitching staffs for the two
teams seem to be pretty even, as
Bradley has a 6.26 ERA and
Eastern comes in with a 6.11, sec-
ond best in the OVC. Leading the
way for the Bradley pitching staff
is sophomore Rob Purvis, who
has a 7-3 record and a 5.21 ERA.
In 77 2/3 inning pitched, Purvis
has given up 45 earned runs on 88
hits. He has only given up five
homers.  The other Bradley pitch-
er with a winning record is senior
Drew Chaney, who came in with
a 4-2 record and a 4.60 ERA. 
“They’re not going to throw
they’re better guys that they throw
in the weekend,” Schmitz said.
“The big thing is that our batters
feel good.”
Schmitz said his pitchers need
to come out strong because of the
weekends coming up. 
“We need to get the pitchers
ready for the weekend and for the
tournament,” Schmitz said. “Last
weekend at Austin Peay Brian
Prina got into a good rhythm. We
are looking to pitch (Matt) Gage
and (John) Larson and get them
into a good rhythm.”
Schmitz said the field is look-
ing fine for the doubleheader
today. 
“We’ll know early in the morn-
ing when we pull the tarp off,” he
said. “But right now it looks fine.”
BRAVES from page 12
We need to get the
pitchers ready for the
weekend and for the tourna-
ment. Last weekend at Austin
Peay Brian Prina got into a
good rhythm. We are looking
to pitch (Matt) Gage and
(John) Larson and get them
into a good rhythm.”
–Jim Schmitz,
Panther baseball coach
“ The later rounds of the draftwere handled a little better thanthe first. In the second round,Chicago took safety Tony
Parrish out of Washington.
Parrish recently ran a 4.45 40-
yard dash, which impressed
coach Dave Wannstadt.
They also got a possible
steal in tight end Alonzo
Mayes from Oklahoma State.
Mayes is said to have first-
round talent, but a positive
marijuana test dropped him to
the fourth round.
The Bears were victims of
having the fifth pick in a four-
player draft. Peyton Manning,
Ryan Leaf, Andre Wadsworth
and Charles Woodson were the
class of the draft. The Bears
could have done a better job
filling their needs than they did
however.
It should be a lot easier next
year. The Bears are probably
going to be the worst team in
the NFL next season, and will
then trade the number one pick
to get Jim Harbaugh back into
a Bears uniform.
SCHREIBER
from page 12CHICAGO (AP) - Craig
Hartsburg was fired Tuesday as
coach of the Chicago Black-hawks
after the team missed the Stanley
Cup playoffs for the first time
since 1969. 
But the official who dismissed
him said it wasn’t all the coach’s
fault. Not even close. 
“I think he did everything he
possibly could. I don’t think
there’s anything left in the bag for
him to bring,” general manager
Bob Murray said. 
“I could not see him asking him
to go back in that dressing room
next year and try it again. ...I don’t
think he’s bitter. He’s peeved, like
I am.”
Murray blamed himself and the
players, especially the veterans for
failing to provide leadership on a
team that struggled to score all
season and struggled to win at
home.
“No matter how much I’d like
to get rid of 25 hockey players, I
will not be able to get rid of them
all. There are just so many you can
get rid of and I just didn’t think it
was fair to put Craig back into
that,” Murray said. 
“The things he did to motivate
the team, he ran the gamut. He
even came to me at one point and
said “Murph, if this doesn’t work,
you’re going to have to get rid of
me.’ ... Too many guys had bad
years and that has to be corrected.”
Hartsburg’s ouster is the begin-
ning, Murray said, of what he
hopes will be a major overhaul. 
But he stressed that he must be
given the flexibility by those above
him, meaning owner Bill Wirtz
and vice president Robert Pulford,
to make the deals and changes he
feels are necessary. 
“I’m going to do my job and if I
get fired, so be it,” said Murray,
who replaced Pulford as GM last
July. 
“I think I have to be allowed by
the people upstairs to do them.
(Last year) I didn’t push hard
enough. That’s a major mistake
I’ve made so far.” 
Murray said the team’s veterans
didn’t relate well enough to
younger players and singled out
captain Chris Chelios for being
distracted during the season, a sit-
uation he said would be worked 
out.
Hawks fire head coach
The Daily Eastern News
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After getting rained out on
Tuesday against Indiana/Purdue
University at Indianapolis, the
Panther baseball team will give it
another go at 1 p.m. today when
it hosts a doubleheader against
Bradley. 
“This is a really good midweek
game for us,” Panther head coach
Jim Schmitz said. “They’re right
in the middle of the pack in the
Missouri Valley Conference and
it will give our pitchers a good
test. They are a very offensive
team.”
Eastern may be going into the
game shorthanded, as Schmitz
said both senior left fielder Josh
Zink and senior second baseman
Justin Stone are both banged up
and may not start today. 
“That’s OK, we need them
healthy for the OVC weekend,”
Schmitz said. 
The Braves come in with a 21-
23 overall record, but are 6-15
away from home.
Bradley has won its past two
road games, as it split a four-
game series at Southern Illinois
on Saturday and Sunday. After
losing the first two games at
Southern, Bradley turned it
around to defeat Southern 2-1 and
14-3 in the last two games. 
Eastern has also taken on the
Salukies this year, defeating
Southern in the first game of the
Saluki Invitational 9-8 on Feb.
27.
The Bradley offense has been
able to put up some big numbers
this year, with its largest offensive
output being a 23-12 victory over
Missouri on March 31. 
As a team, Bradley has a .309
batting average and has pounded
out 53 homers. Three players
have accounted for 37 of the
teams homers. 
The leader of the Brave
offense is senior catcher Chad
Johnson, who has a .396 batting
average. In 164 trips to the plate,
Johnson has a team-leading 65
hits, 16 homers and 47 RBI. 
Junior infielder Nelson Correa
has also shown some offensive
power this season, as he has hit a
team-leading 12 doubles. He is
second on the team with 36 RBI
and third on the team with 10
long balls. 
The other Brave to hit in dou-
ble figures for homers is sopho-
more Jeff Busse with 11. 
“Last year we had trouble get-
ting those three guys out,”
Schmitz said. 
Panthers look to make Braves frightened
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Panther head coach Jim Schmitz claps for senior Clint Benhoff’s
homer against Tennessee Tech on April 19. Eastern was rained out
Tuesday, but continues play at 1 p.m. today against Bradley.
By ANDREW GRANGER 
Staff writer
It rained on senior first baseman Emily
Starkey’s parade Tuesday.
Rain washed away the Panthers’ last game
of the season, Starkey’s last home games at
Eastern.
Starkey said head coach Llyodene Searle
did her best to get the games in.
“She tried everything. She wanted to throw
one pitch. I don’t blame her, I really did too,”
Starkey said while clutching gifts given to her
before the game. “It’s kind of disappointing.
But, I got some cool stuff.”
The four-year letter-winner will attempt to
keep her final year as a Panther going as long
as possible with a trip to the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
Starkey ends the regular
season one RBI shy of tying
the Eastern career record.
With one to tie and two to
break the record being all
she needs, Starkey said she
has a good chance of taking
over the No. 1 spot.
Starkey has amassed 91 RBI in her career
at Eastern thus far. She has averaged more
than 22 RBI in each of her four years.
With her Panther playing days coming to a
close, Starkey said she is content with what
she has done.
“If I had to do it all over again I would do
the same thing. I think one thing I’ve been
good at is change,” she said.  “I think I’m
pretty happy with the way things turned out. I
would have liked a conference championship
a little sooner, maybe I can get one now. I
think as a team, we’re one of the strongest
teams I’ve played on in four years.”
But though she will not be playing for
Eastern next season, Starkey’s ties to the team
have not yet been completely undone.
“I’m going to be a student assistant next
year,” she said. 
Starkey has a few hours left to complete
her degree and will help the younger players
develop their skills as an assistant to Searle.
Senior reflects on four-year sport career
By DAVID PUMP
Associate sports editor
Eastern’s men’s track and field
team will host the Central
Collegiates meet on May 1 at
O’Brien Stadium.
The Panther’s return to action
at home following a down week
after sending a partial team to the
Drake Relays.  
Central Collegiates will mark
the final home meet for Eastern’s
seniors.
“We have been talking about
two things leading up to the
meet,” coach Tom Akers said.
“Having good weather, and the
seniors being really aggressive
and to go out and extend through
and have some really good per-
formances.”
The competition may have
something to say about that as
Eastern and Western Michigan
are topping the eight-team field. 
Eastern Michigan will bring in
one of the nations premier 400-
meter dash sprinters in Clement
Chukwu.  Chukwu, a junior,
made it to the quarterfinals in the
1996 Olympics for Nigeria and
finished fifth at the indoor NCAA
Championships and his teammate
Fabian Rollins finished sixth,
respectively.
“Clement will be the top ath-
lete,” Akers said.  “But there will
be some good people in every
event.”
Western Michigan is led by
strong throwers.  Adam Takace
and Seth Drewberry have the best
seed distances in hammer throw
coming into the meet, and Ben
Howell leads the entries in the
discus.
The most exciting event on
Saturday afternoon could be the
4x100-meter relay.  WMU has
the fastest seed time, but only .34
seconds separate first and third.
Eastern is seeded second and
EMU is third.
The Central Collegiates used
to be a two-day event, but Akers
said it was changed to one day
following the dropping of
Friday’s event.
“After the decathlon was elimi-
nated, the meet was changed
from being on two days to one,”
Akers said.  “The teams will be
coming in on Friday to check out
the facilities.”
Bradley, DePaul, Detroit-
Mercy, Loyola and Wisconsin-
Milwaukee round out the field.   
Western Michigan tops field at Central Collegiates
DAVID PUMP/Staff photographer
Freshman Jimmy Sims jumps through the air at the Big Blue Classic
on April 4. Eastern hosts the eight-team Central Collegiates meet
Saturday. 
Better picks
there for Bears
in first round
It has been over a week since
the NFL draft, and I am finally
able to talk about what happened.
The Bears *sigh* have put yet
another running back on their ros-
ter. Curtis Enis is supposed to be
the next....I don’t know who, but
they already had three running
backs when he was drafted.
There were plenty of offers for
a trade for the pick, but the Bears
would not accept anything less
than an arm and a leg, along with
a first-round draft pick. No one
would call the Bears’ bluff, and
Chicago went ahead and selected
Enis.
Did they really need him
though? True, the Bears’ needs
were listed before the draft as:
everything, but the running back
position was something where
they actually HAD someone. The
had Raymont Harris who was
good if not great when healthy.
They had just signed Edgar
Bennett, who had his best games
against Chicago. The Bears also
had Rashaan Salaam, who fum-
bled too much, but was a big
back.
Of the rumored trades the
Bears passed up, the offer made
by the New England Patriots
seemed the most interesting. They
apparently offered the Bears the
number 18 and 22 picks for the
number five pick. With these two
picks, Chicago could have filled
two needs.
If they wanted a running back
that bad, Robert Edwards of
Georgia was available. Edwards
was actually taken by the Patriots.
The Bears could have also taken
Randy Moss, a wide receiver.
Although Moss had off-field trou-
ble, he would have been well
worth the risk. The Bears will
now have to deal with him twice
against Minnesota this season.
If the Bears were thinking
defense, there was plenty avail-
able there too. Defensive lineman
Vonnie Holliday, from North
Carolina, was taken at 19 and
would have been available for the
Bears. With the other pick from
the Patriots, Chicago could have
taken Tebucky Jones, a defensive
back from Syracuse.
Another scenario saw the
Bears getting the number nine
and 25 picks from Jacksonville.
This would have given the Bears
more options with the first pick.
Again, if the Bears wanted a
running back, Fred Taylor from
Florida was available. Chicago
was also interested in Georgia
Tech linebacker Keith Brooking.
With the 25 pick, the Bears could
have taken Marcus Nash or
Jaquez Green at receiver. At run-
ning back, James Avery and
Robert Holcombe were both
available.
See SCHREIBER page 10
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